(Sixteenth) Survey about quality of 3DXChat (Copy)
Response Details
Answers
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What issues/bugs should be addressed first? (up to 3 choices possible) (Mandatory)
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15.5%

31%

Skips

233

0
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0%

COUNT

PERCENT

168

30.27%

The need to relogin twice after a disconnect for the friend list to
work

81

14.59%

Other avatars in sex poses still have clothes on while they
actually don't

76

13.69%

Long distance hugs / group hugs (avatars get on top of each
other when that happens)

69

12.43%

Outfit prints bug (Character editor shows no print, get into
room, outfit suddenly has print)

44

7.93%

Tits wobbling bug

33

5.95%

Hearing two streams at once

25

4.5%

The dance sometimes stops or switch to another dance (or
idle) after a hug

23

4.14%

World editor: Unable to retrieve the current color of an object

21

3.78%

9

1.62%

6

1.08%

555

100%

De-syncs (avatars walking into walls, x-y-z positions, avatars
not loading (barstool double stacking), black/bald avatars,
dancing while others see you idle, etc etc)

Other Option
When in group chat, you can get another invite for the same
group. If you accept that, you can't see the list of people in the
group chat anymore

Total Votes:

Answers

Other Responses

9
Sync issues are the biggest issues

Saturday, Oct 30th
5:57PM

ALL OF THE ABOVE

Friday, Oct 29th 11:15PM

invisible beer in hand after entering a room!

Thursday, Oct 28th
10:47PM

I'm not having any issues

Thursday, Oct 28th
2:08PM

cum animation clips through the body

Wednesday, Oct 27th
11:33PM

when adding pictures to your gallery, if you minimize the browser window the game becomes unplayable.

Wednesday, Oct 27th
7:17PM

Lag and glitches in character editor; clothes get stuck and can't remove them and outfits end up
layered. Have to close game and reopen it for it to work.

Wednesday, Oct 27th
7:04PM

After DDOS Attack cant get into the game without a VPN

Tuesday, Oct 26th
9:16PM

World editor: 1. water level is resetting when open editor or when trying to edit already opened room
from login screen. 2. some props don't reset pose when click on them getting people stuck in poses

Saturday, Oct 23rd
2:59PM
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